The Relationship Between Social Support and Access to Information with Adolescent Reproductive Health Behavior Slow Learner

Abstrak:

The number of slow learner adolescent reproduction cases is increasing. Social-support and accessibility of information were regarded the risk factor of health behavior of young reproduction. The objectives of the study are to explore the relation between social-support and accessibility of information with health reproduction behavior. This was a cross-sectional study with quantitative approach. The interview was conducted to 35 slow learner adolescents. Subjects were taken by using total population.

The independent variables are parenting, teachers support, friends support, and accessibility of information from mass media. Research results were analyzed with Spearman correlation test to know the relation between social-support and accessibility of information with health reproduction behavior. This research getting result that there is a relation between social-support (teachers support: \( p=0.002, r=0.514 \)) with calculation of health reproduction behavior.

The result indicates a consistent relation between social-support with health reproduction behavior positive relationship. The teacher's support must be improved to overcome the health behavior of slow learner reproduction.
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